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Abstract 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for reducing a pair of analytic matrix functions 
(A(z), B(z)) to a Brunovsky canonical form by means of analytic passage matrices 
are given. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
In the present paper we are going to deal with the following question: Let 
A : [2 ~ C ''~" and B : f2 ~ C "×m be analytic matrix functions on a connected 
open set g of the complex plane C. Find necessary and sufficient conditions 
on A and B so that there exist three analytic matrix functions 
P : f2 ~ C ''×'', Q : f2 ---, C" ~" and R : f2 ~ C ''~" satisfying that for every z E f~: 
(1) the matrices P(z)  and Q(z) are invertible, and 
(2) the pair of matrices (Al(z), Bi (z)), given by 
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rP-l,,c(z)(Z) Q(z)° ] [a,(z),B,(z)] := P(z)[A(z),B(z)] i , 
is in the Brunovsky canonical form (see [1]). 
If B(z) = O, this question was answered by Thijsse [2]. His result is the fol- 
lowing theorem. 
Theorem 1.1. Let A : £~ ---, C n×n be an analytic matrix function on a connected 
open set ~ c C. Let r := maxzer~ Card a(A(z)), where a(A(z)) is the set of  
eigenvalues of  A(z). In order that there exists an analytic matrix function 
P : ~ ---, C nxn such that for every z E ~: 
(1) the matrix P(z) is invertible, and 
(2) P(z)A (z)P-1 (z) is in Jordan canonical form, 
it is necessary and sufficient that the following conditions 1and 2 are satisfied for 
A. 
Condition 1. For each k = 1,2,. . . ,  n the number of Jordan blocks of  size k in 
the Jordan canonical form of A(z) is independent of z E £2. 
Condition 2. There exist r different analytic functions 21,.. . ,  •r : Q ~ C, such 
that for every z E £L" 
(2.1) tr(A(z)) = {2,(z), . . . ,  At(z)}, and 
(2.2) tf d := {w E t2 I 3i # j : 2i(w) = 2y(w) }, then for all w E d 
one has that the sum of subspaces 
lim !i*,zt(.)(A(z)) + . . .  + lira ~r(:)(d(z)) 
• ." "-'¢ t$'  Z -~ 14' 
is direct, where .~:~,(:)(A z) ) is the root subspace of A (z) associated to the eigenvalue 
2i(z), (1 <~ i <~ r) and the limits are taken in the gap metric sense (see [3], oh. 13). 
Remark. If the preceding sum of subspaces i direct, then it is necessarily equal 
to C n. 
The two following results, related with our question, were derived using 
techniques of differentiable manifolds, vector bundles and Grassmannians: 
(1) if the controllability indices of a controllable analytic matrix pair 
(A (z), B(z)) are constant, in [4] (p. 117) was proved that there exists an analytic 
matrix function F(z) such that for all z E ~ the n-square matrix function 
A(z) +B(z)F(z) has a given arbitrary spectrum (The Parametric Spectral 
Assignment Problem); (2) if the pair (A(z), B(z)) is differentiable with respect o 
a vector parameter z, and its controllability matrix has constant rank, then in 
[5] (p. 183) was proved that there exists a differentiable invertible matrix func- 
tion P(z) which transforms this pair into a "Kalman-decomposed" pair, (this 
result is proved for the analytic case in our Lemma 8.1 by classical techniques 
of a complex variable). 
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Let M be a contractible manifold and let A : M --,, C "×" and B : M ~ C "×m 
be matrix functions of class C p on M. In [6] has been proved using techniques 
of differentiable manifolds, vector bundles and Grassmannians also, that a suf- 
ficient condition for the pair (A (z), B(z)) to be reducible to a Brunovsky canon- 
ical form with C p passage matrix functions~ is that (A(z),B(z)) have constant 
Brunovsky structure for z ~ M. 
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we recall some results on the 
block similarity (or feedback equivalence) relation. In Section 3 we give a def- 
inition and a result about analytic families of linear maps and of subspaces. La- 
ter, in Section 4, we introduce the concept of root subspace of a pair of matrices 
and, in Section 5, a result on perturbation regarding the dimension of this kind 
of subspace. In Section 6 we state the main result of this paper~ that will be 
proved in Section 7 (controllable case) and Section 8 (general case). 
2. Notations. Block similarity 
Along this work we will denote by GL,(C) the group of the n x n invertible 
matrices on C. The vector space on C of the m x n complex matrices will be 
denoted by C "×". We identify the vector space C" with the column vector space 
C "× I as it is usual. If X is a subspace of C", by (0) we will denote the vector 
subspace {(0) I x E X}  of C "+~', where 0 ~ C m and analogously for (4°). 
Now, we will recall some concepts and results about the block similarity (or 
feedback equivalence) of pairs of matrices (A,B) E C "×" x C "×m. They can be 
seen in [7-9,1]. 
The controllability matrix of (A, B) is 
SP(A,B) :-[B,AB, A2B,... ,A"-IB] E C "×''". 
The subspace ~(A, B) : -  Im ,9°(A, B) is called the controllability subspace of 
(A, B). It is well known that the pair (A, B) is controllable if and only if rank 
~(A,B) = n. Next, we define the Brunovsky numbers of the pair (A,B) (see 
[9,1]): 
rl := rank B, rj := rank ~ j - i  (A, B) - rank ,9°j_2(A, B), j = 2, . . . ,  n, 
where ~j(A,B) := [B, AB, A2B,... ,AJB] fo r j  = 1,... ,n - 1 and ~o(A,B) := B. 
It is immediate to see that r, >t r2 >f "" >/r, >i 0 (see [9]). Likewise, the 
elementary divisors of the pair (A, B) are defined as those of the polynomial 
matrix [2/,, - A,-B]. 
Two pairs of matrices (A,B),(C,D)~ C"×~x C "~m are said to be block 
similar if there exist matrices P ~ GL,(C), Q E GLm(C) and R ~ C m×", such that 0] 
[c, o] = P[A, B] O 
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It is well known (see [1]) that two pairs of matrices are block similar if and 
only if they have the same Brunovsky numbers and the same elementary divi- 
sors. A canonical form for this equivalence relation is given in the following 
theorem• 
Theorem 2.1 (See [1,7]). Let (A,B) E C "×" x C n×m,rank ff'(A,B) = d and 
rl >I r2 >i "" >1 rh > rh+l = "'" = r~ = 0 be the Brunovsky numbers of (A, B). 
Then (A, B) is block similar to a pair (,4c, B~), called the Brunovsky canonical 
form (associated to the Brunovsky numbers), of the following shape 
0 J¢ ' 
where (G¢, He) E C d×d x C d×" is a controllable pair with the same Brunovsky 
numbers as the pair (A, B) and with the shape 
(G~, He) = 
( 0 
E2 
0 
0 
0 0 ... 0 0" 
0 0 ... 0 0 
E3 0 ... 0 0 
0 0 . . .Eh  0 
"E~l ~ 
0 
0 
O. j  
where Ei := [i,.,, 0] E C" ×"-~, i = ! , . . . ,  h, ro := m, andJc E C I'-a) ~ ('' ,tl is a matrix 
in Jordan canonical form whose lementary divisors are those of the pair (A, B). 
The following result (see [8] p. 269) will be used subsequently. 
Lemma 2.1 (Kalman decomposition). Let (A,B)E C"×"x C "×'' anti rank 
,~(A, B) = d. Then there exists a matrix P E GL,,(C), such that 
(PAP- 'PB)=([Ao ' '  A,.2At'-] , [ B~. ] ) ,  
where (All, Bit) E C a~a x C d×'' is a controllable pair whose Brunovsky numbers 
co#wMe with those of the pair (A, B), and the elenwntary divisors of A,,2 E 
C(,,-dl ×(,-dt are those of (A, B). 
Definition. A matrix basis of a subspace .1  of C" of dimension p is an n × p 
complex matrix whose columns form a basis of .1. 
3. Analytic families of linear maps and subspaces 
Definition (See [3] p. 566). Let us denote by G(C") the set of all (vector) 
subspaces of C". Let L(C") be the vector space of all linear operators from C" 
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to itself. Let D be a connected open set of the complex plane C, and let 
,///: f2 ~ G(C ~) be a map which to every z E f2 associates a subspace ..//(z) of 
C". We will say that the map ~// is analytic if for every z0 c f2 there exists a 
neighbourhood o?1.,, c D of z0, a subspace .A'~0 of C", and an analytic linear 
operator valued map A : "k'- 0 ~ L(C") so that for every z E ~/~,,, the linear 
operator A (z) is invertible and 
. / / ( z )  = 
Instead of speaking about an analytic map ~///: D---, (3(C"), we will often 
speak of an analytic family of subspaces {.//(.z)}.~a. It is easily seen that for 
an analytic family of subspaces {.//i(z)}..~t~ he dimension of ,//(z) is indepen- 
dent of z (see [3] p. 566). 
Definition. We will say that the analytic matrix function X : D -+ C "×p is a global 
analytic matrix basisfimction of the analytic family of subspaces {,,¢/(z)}:~Q if for 
every z E D the matrix X(z) is a matrix basis of the subspace ,//(z). 
We need the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. Let n >>. m be httegers. Let H : D ~ C ''×" be an analytic matrix 
function such that for every z c D, rank tf(z) = m. Then there exists an analytic 
matrix function P: [2 ~ C n×n, stgch that for erer r  z E Q one has 
(1) the matrix P(z) is im, ertible, and 
(2) n(z )P (z )= [Ira,0] E C m×n. 
Proof. Given that for all z E t2, rank H(z) = m. then by [3] (Proposition 18.1.2, 
p. 567), the family of subspaces of C", {Ker H(z)}.e~, is analytic on f2. 
Consider now the constant family of subspaces {C" }_.~.a, that is obviously an- 
alytic. By [3] (Theorems 18.3.2 and 18.3.3, pp. 576-577) it follows that there 
exists a global analytic matrix basis function of this family X: D ~ C "~', 
where for every z E D 
= (z) , x_, (z)] ,  
with ,~ : D ---, C '' ~ ('- '' ! a global analytic matrix basis function of the family 
{Ker H(z)}.~,  i.e. for every z the columns of the matrix X.(z) form a basis 
of Ker H(z). 
Therefore, H(z)X(z) = IF(z),0], with 0 E C "'~('-"'), and for every z, rank 
F(z) = m. Then for all z the matrix F(z) is invertible and 
0]:, ,0, [] 
Ll--m 
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4. Root subspaces 
Let a pair (A, B) E C "×" × C "×m. A complex number 20 is said to be an eigen- 
value of (A,B), what will be denoted by 2o E a(A,B), if there exists a nonzero 
vector x ~ Ker (B T) such that ATx = 2ox, where T stands for transpose. 
For each 20 E a(A, B) and for q = 1,2, . . . ,  we define the following subspaces 
of C": 
B/) := Ker [(A 2Ol,)q,B, AB, ,A"-'B] T. - . . .  
It is straightforward to prove that the subspaces .Y"q (20, (A, B)) satisfy the fol- 
lowing properties. 
Proposition 4.1. Let (A, B) E C "×" x C "×m. For all 2o E a(A, B) one has: 
(1) ,~"q(2O,(A,B)) C :q+,(2O,(A,B)),q = 1,2,. . .  
(2) If ~'q( 2o, (A,B) ) = 3rq+, (2O, (A, B)), then 3"~,+, ( 2O, (A,B) ) =~'q+2( O, (A, B) ). 
As a consequence of this proposition, because dim ~'-q(2o, (A, B)) ~< n, there 
is a minimum integer p i> 1 such that for all q >~p one has 5q(2o, (A,B)) = 
Jp(2o, (A, B)). The subspace H't,(2O, (A,B)) will be called the root subspace of 
(A,B) corresponding to the eigenvalue 2O, and it will be denoted by ~,~,(A,B) 
(see [10] Proposition in p. 45). Observe that for all 2o E a(A,B) one has 
~,(A,B)  = .~",,(2O, (A,B) ). 
Lemma 4.1. Let (A,B) E C "×" x C "×m be a pair oftheJbrm 
A22 ' 
where (At i, Bll) 
are those of (A, 
for all 2o E a(A 
where ~z. (AT2) 
ue 20 of AT2. 
E C a×a × C a×m is a controllable pair, whose Brunovsky numbers 
B), and the elementary divisors of A22 are those of (.4, B). Then, 
, B) = a(A22), one has 
0 
={~)IOECa,YE~;~,(A~2)}=(&;~,(A~2) ) ,  
denotes the root subsl~ace (of C "-a) corresponding to the eigenval- 
Proof. In the first place, due to the form of (A, B), we have 
~o(A,B) = Ker [(A - 2Ol,)",B, AB,...,A"-IB] T 
= Ker[(All - 2old)" F,,(2O) Bll AllBil "''A'-t~ll "-' l ]T 
0 (A22 -- 2v/n-d) n 0 0 0 ' 
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where F,(20) is a d x (n - d) matrix depending on A, B, 20 and n. 
Let now (y) E .~;~0(A,B), with r E Cd,y E C ~-a. Then, it follows that 
[(Al,-201a)" F,,(2o) B,, ALIBI, . . .  A~IIBI, ]Tc )  
0 (/122 - -  ,~Loln_d) n 0 0 "'" 0 
= 0 (5 C "(m+O×l 
Then, from this equality we deduce two new equalities: 
(,~(AII,BII))Tx -- O, (AT -- 201n_d)ny--O. 
Now then, as the pair (AII,Bll) is controllable., the matrix (._~a(Ail,Bii)) T has 
full column rank. Since (b°(All,Bll))Tx = O, it necessarily implies that x = 0. 
On the other hand, from the second equality one deduces y E .#~o(A2T2). So 
we have proved the inclusion c. The other inclusion is immediate. [] 
Lemma 4.2. Let (A, B) E C n×n X C n×m, P E GL,(C), Q E GLm(C) 
F E C "~x". 
Then for all eigenvalaes 20 of (A, B) one has 
~o(P(A + BF)P-t,PBQ) = (PT)-'(.~),,(A,B)) 
and 
The proof of this lemma is easy. From it one deduces that for every matrix 
F E C "~" one has 
.C~o(A + BF, B) =.~C~,,,(A,B). 
5. A result on perturbation 
We are going to see that when the eigenvalues of the analytic matrix pair 
(A(z),B(z)) on 12 can be parametrized by different analytic scalar functions 
21(z),..., 2Jz), the dimension of the root subspace ~a,t..)(A(z),B(z)) remains 
constant except at the points w of 12 where the eigenvalue 2,(w) coincides with 
another eigenvalue 2j(w) for j # i. 
Lemma 5.1. !.et A : 1"2 ---, C"×",B : (2 ~ C "×m be analytic matrixfuhctions on a 
connected open set 12 in the complex plane C. Let 
r := max Card a(A(z), B(z)). 
zEI~ 
Let  us assume that." 
(i) There exist r different analytic functions 21,..., 2, : (2 ~ C, such that for 
every z E 12, we have tr(A(z) //(z)) = {21(z),... ,2,(z)}. 
(ii) The dimension dim ~(A(z), B(z))is independent of z for z in 12. 
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Let A:  = {w E t213i # j:2i(w) = 2j(w)}. Then, for l <~ i <<.r, we have that 
dim ~;.,e.)(A(z),B(z)) 
is independent of  z ~ t2 \ A. 
Remark. Observe that the set A is discrete, i.e. every point of A is isolated. 
Proof. Let d := dim Cg(A(z),P_,(z)). Then by Lemma 4.1 one has that for all 
zE f2, 
r 
dim ~.,l:)(A(z),B(z)) = n - d. 
i=! 
For each i = 1,. . . ,  r let 
Ri(z) := [(A(z)- 2i(z)t,)",B(z),A(z)B(z), . . .  ,A"-'(z)B(z)] T 
and let A~ be the set of all z0 E 12 for which 
rank Ri(zo) < max rank R~(z). 
zE~ 
For every i = 1,.. . ,  r the set A, is discrete (see [3] paragraph that precedes The- 
orem 18.2.1, p. 569). Let 
r 
A0 := UAi. 
i : l  
Given that 
.#~,l.l(A(z),B(z)) = Ker Ri(z) 
for every z 6 ~, i = 1,. . . ,  r, if we prove that A0 C A, the lemma will be proved. 
Let us suppose in the opposite sense that there exists a z0 ~/to suct.., that 
z0 ¢ A. As the set A is closed, there exists a neighbourhood ~'(Zo) c fL of zo, 
such that for all z E ~(z0) the pair (A(z),Btz)) has r distinct eigenvalues 
21(z),..., 2r(z). Moreover the neighbourhood ~(zo) can be chosen sufficiently 
small in order that 
dim ~(:)(A(z),B(z))<~ dim ,~,(:,,)(4(z0),B(z0)) 
for i = ! , . . . ,  r (see [11] Theorem 4.7{ii), [10] V.4.2, pp. 54-55 and [12] Theorem 
1.12, p. 27). 
Therefore, 
r 
n-d= ~"~dim ~.,l:)(A(z),B(z)) 
i=1 
~< ~-'~ dim ;8~,l.,,l(A(zo),B(zo) ) = n - d, 
i---I 
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and, hence for all z E g(z0), we have 
dim ~.,i.)(A(z),B(z))= dim ~;.,l_o)(A(zo),B(zo)) 
for i = 1, . . .  ,r. What  is a contradict ion because z0 E A,. for some i. So, 
Ao C A. [] 
Remark.  With the preceding notat ions it can be easily proved that 
do = A. 
6. The main theorem 
The main result in this paper is the fol lowing theorem. 
Theorem 6.!!. Let 0 be a connected open set of C. Let A: f2 ~ C "×" and 
B : t2 ~ C "×" be analytic matrix functions on t2. Let 
r := max Card a(A(z),B(z)). 
.-Elk 
In order that there exist three analytic matrix functions P: 0---~ C ''×', 
Q : t2 ~, C m×" and R : f~ ~ C ''~" such that for every z E f2: 
(I) the matrices P(z) and Q(z) are invertible, and 
(2) the pair of matrices (At(z), Be(z)), given by 
[ P-'R(-) O( )O ] :=  P (z ) [A(z ) , s (z ) ]  i - , 
is in the Brunovsky canonical form, it is necessar), and sufficient hat A and B 
satisfy the Jbllowing conditions 1, 2 and 3. 
Condition 1. The Brunovsky numbers rl >1 i~ >1 ... >1 r, of the pair 
(A(z), B(z)) are #~dependent of z E 12. 
Condition 2. For each k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n the number of Jordan blocks of size k in 
the Jordan part of the Brunovsky canonical form of (A (z), B(z) ) is independent of 
zE  I2. 
Condition 3. There exist r different analytic functions 21, . . . ,  2, : 12 ---, C, such 
that: 
(3.1)for ever), z E O, 
= . . . .  ; . , ( z )} ,  
(3.2) i f  A := {w E f~[3i ¢ j" 2j(w) = ;.j(w)}, then for all w E A one has that 
the sum of subspaces 
Y(w)  := lira ~,(~(A(z),B(z)) + . . .  + lira .~.,(:l(A(z),B(z)) 
#1 is direct, and n - d = dim .AP(w), where d := )-~'~i:l ri. 
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Remarks. 
1. By Lemma 5.1, the dimension of ~,l:)(A(z), B(z)) is constant for z e 12 \ A. 
Therefore, as the A is the discrete set A0 (defined in Section 5), by [3] (The- 
orem 18.2.1, p. 569) and [13] (Corollaire !.5.5, p. 31) there exists the limit 
lim #t;.,(~)(A(z),B(z) ) 
2"...--*.16' 
in the gap metric sense for i = 1,.. . ,  r. 
2. One immediately sees that the conditions 1, 2 and 3.1 are necessary. Due to 
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, and the condition 2.2 of Theorem 1.1, it follows that 
the condition 3.2 is necessary also. 
3. If B(z) = 0 on 12, then for all z E 12 one has d = 0, and the condition 3.2 of 
Theorem 6.1 imp!ies the condition 2.2 of Theorem 1.1. 
The objective of this work is to prove that the conditions 1, 2 and 3 of 
Theorem 6.1 are sufficient. 
7. Controllable case 
In this section we are going to prove Theorem 6.1 when for all z E 12 the 
pair (,4(z),B(z)) is controllable. In fact, we will suppose a more restrictive 
assumption. 
Theorem 7.1. Let G : [2 ~ C a×a and H : f2 ~ C a×m be analytic matrix functions 
on a connected open set 12 in the complex plane C. Suppose that for every z E 12 
the pair (G(z), H(z)) is controllable and that its Brunovsky mui,bers rl >>.... >i 
rh > rh+t = "" = r,t = 0 are independent of  z E 12. Then there exist three 
analytic matrix functions fi : 12 --* C dxd, Q : ['~ -'~ C mxm and k : [2 --* C mxd, 
such that for z E t2: 
(I) the matrices P(z) and Q(z) are invertible, and 
(2) 
[p:'(z) o ] = [6,,zc], 
P[=)ta<=)'H<=)] L R<z) 0¢z) 
where the constant pair (Go, He) has the form given in Theorem 2.1. 
Remark. A pair of analytic matrix functions (A(z),B(z)) may be controllable 
for all : belonging to a connected open set f2, but the Brunovsky numbers do 
not need to be constant on 12. For example, if 
1 ,] 
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ft~r all z 6 C, we have that the pair (,4(z), B(z)) is controllable for all z, but 
:'l = rank B(0) = 1 and rl = rank B(z) = 2 if z -¢ 0. 
Proof. For each q = 1, . . .  ,h, let us consider the analytic matrix function 
Sq : 12 ---* C qm×a given by 
Sq(z) := [H(z), G(z)n(z) , . . . ,  Gq-'(z)H(z)] 
for all z E 12. Let ,~q(z ) := ImSq(z) .  Then for all z E 12 one has 
dim Xq(z)  = rl +""  + rq and Xh(z) = C a. Let X0(z) := {0}. Taking into ac- 
count [3] (Proposition 18.1.2, p. 567), for each q = 0, l , . . . ,h  we have that 
{Xq(Z)}.~Q is an analytic family of subspaces on 12; moreover 
~rq_l(z) c .~:q(Z). Due to [3] (Theorem 18.3.3, p. 577) there exists a global an- 
alytic matrix basis function X : t2 ~ C a×a of the c~'nstant family of subspaces 
{cd}~,  where for every z E t2 
= [X,(z), .... ,X,(z)],  
with Xq: 12--. C a×'q a global analytic matrix basis function of the family 
{,V'q(Z)}:~a modulo {-4"q_l(z)}..~Q, i.e. for every z the columns of the matrix 
Xq(z) form a basis of ~t/'o(Z ) modulo .:t/'q_l(z). All this, for q = 1,. . .  ,h. Let 
(z) := x - '  (z) 
for all z E f2. Given that G(z).+q_l(z)C Yu(z) for q= i , . . . ,h ,  and 
Im H(z) = ..t:l (z), we have for all z E 12, 
[G,(z),H,(z)] := [P,(z)G(z)P?'(z),P,(z)H(z)] 
Gll(Z) Gl2(z) Gi3(z) "-" GI.h-I(Z) GIh(Z) 
G21(z) 6 2(z) G23(z) .." G,.h-i(z) G2h(z) 
0 G32(z) G33(z) ""  G3.h-i(z) G3h(Z) 
0 0 G43 (z) ""  G4.h-, (z) G4h (z) 
0 0 0 "'" Gh-l,h-l(Z) Gh-l,h(Z) 
0 0 0 . "  G s,-i(z) Ghh(z) 
"Hll(z)" 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
where, for all z 
matrix Hl i(z) E 
trix of  the pair 
E 12, one has G~:(z) E C r' ×r/ (with G O = 0 if i >t j + 2), and the 
C r* ×" has a lull row rank r;. Observing the controllability ma- 
(Gi (z), HI (z)), we immediately deduce that for all z E Q, 
rank (Gq ,q_ l ( z )aq_ l ,q_2(z )  . . . G21(z)Hll(z)) - rq 
for q = 2, 3 , . . . ,  h. Thus, for all z E .(2, 
rank aq,q_l(Z ) : l'q, 
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for q --- 2, 3 , . . . ,  h. Now, we are going to seek two analytic matrix functions 
P., : ~ ~ GLd(C) and Q2 : f2 ~ GLm(C) such that for all z ~_ f2: 
(1) the matrix P.,(z) is the inverse of a block diagonal matrix 
diag(Pl l (z),P,.~(z), . . . , Ph-u,-l (z),L,,), 
where each block P,.~(z) has dimension ri x r~(i = 1, . . . ,  h - 1), and 
(2) 
[G2(z),H2(z)] := [P2(z)G,(z)P~['(z),~(z)H,(z)O2(z)] 
"G*t,(z) G;z(z) G;s(z) . . .  G;.h_l(z) 
E2 c;_,(z) c53(z) ..- ¢L;.,,-,(z) 
o E3 G;s(z) .-. G;.,_,(z) 
0 0 E4 ' ' '  G,~,h_ i (2") 
0 0 0 . . .  6;,_l.h_l (z) 
0 0 0 . . .  El, 
Making operations, it follows that 
E,, = G,,.,,-I(z)Ph- l.h-I(Z) 
E, = P,;'(:)G,.,_,(z)P,_,.,_l(z), 
E, = Pt~l(z)Hll(z)O2(z). 
i=  2 , . . . ,h -  l, 
6;,,(.:) "E," 
C;t,(=) 0 
C~,,(z) 0 
G~,,(..-) 0 
GZ,.,,(z) 0 
c;,,,(z) o .  
Owing to rank Gh,h-~(:) = rh, by Lemma 3.1 there exists an analytic matrix 
function B,-~.h-t: I2~C' '  '× ' ' '  such that for every z E ~ the matrix 
Ph-iJ,-i (z) is invertible and 
C,,.,,-,(:)P,,-~.h-t(:) = [L,,, 0] C C ' '~''- ' .  
Repeating the same reasoning for p.?l (z)Gu-i (z), i = h - 1, h - 2 , . . . ,  3, 2, and 
lastly for Pfi~(z)Hjl(z), we find the analytic matrix functions on tL 
P,.i(z), i = h - 1, h - 2, . . . .  3, 2, and finally Q,(z). The proof concludes by means 
of a sequence of column elementary operations on G2(z) that allow to annul the 
blocks of (and above) the diagonal up to the second row of blocks, from bot- 
tom to top, and, lastly, making a feedback transformation with H2(z) we annul 
the first row of blocks of G,_(z). [] 
8. Proof of Theorem 6.| 
In this last section we are going to prove the main result of this paper. The 
following lemma is essential. 
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Lemma 8.1 (Kalman decomposition). Let A : t2 ~ C ''×n and B : t2 ~ C "×" be 
analytic matrix functions on a connected open set t2 #1 the complex plane C. Let 
us assume that.for all z E t2 the dimension 
dim ~(A(z),B(z)) 
is constant and equal to d. 
Then there exists an analytic ~natrix function P: t2 ~ C "×', such that for all 
z E ~2: 
(1) the matrix P(z) is itwertible, and 
(2) the matrix 
[A(z),/~(z)] := [D(z)A(z)f'-'(z),D(z)B(z)] 
has the Jbrm 
[ [A,0(z) At2(z) B,~z) 
where for each z E ~ one has that the pair (All(z),Bll(z)) e C e×e x C 't×" is con- 
trollable, its Brunovsky numbers are those of the pao" (A(z),B(z)), and the ele- 
mentary divisors of A2,. (z) are those of the paO" (A (z), B(z)). 
Proof. Let us consider the analytic matrix function 5~B : Q ---+ C "×' '  given by 
:=  8(=)) 
for all z E t2. 
Due to dim lm .~fAS(Z) = d for all z 6 t2, by [3] (Proposition 18.1.2, p. 567) 
the family of subspaces {~6(A(z), B(z))}..~t~ is analytic on t2. In view of [3] (The- 
orem 18.2.1, p. 569 and Theorem 18.3.3, p. 577) it follows that there exists a 
global analytic matrix basis function X of the constant family of subspaces 
{C"}:~u such that for every z ~ t2 the matrix X(z) has the form [Xl(z),X2(z)], 
where X) : t2 ---, C "~a is a global analytic matrix basis function of the analytic 
family of subspaces {~(A(z),B(z))}_~o on t2. Since 
c 
the lemma is proved choosing ,6 so that/~'-I(z) = X(z). [] 
Finally, we are going to prove the main theorem of this paper. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Firstly, observe that it is sufficient o prove the theorem 
for the pair (,4(z),/~(z)) in the form of Lemma 8.1. Assuming that the 
conditions l, 2 and 3 are satisfied for (A(z), B(z)), the pair (.4(z), t}(z)) satisfies 
the following conditions: 
I. The condition I refers to (All(z),Bll(z)). By Theorem 7.1, the pair 
(All(z),Bll(z)) is global analytically block similar to the pair (G~,Hc) on 
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~, where h is the number of positive Brunovsky numbers of the pair 
(A(z),B(z)). And taking into account [l] (Lemma 2.9, p. l l9), the pair 
(,4(z), B(z)) is global analytically block similar to the pair 
ioCl) 
.422(z) ' 
with Ai2(z) an appropriate matrix function. 
2. By Lemma 4.1, the remaining conditions 2 and 3 refer to Av_(z). Because of 
Theorem 1.1, the matrix A22(z) is global analytically similar to J~(z) on ~, 
where for all z ~ ~ the matrix J~(z) is in Jordan form. 
With these considerations we have proved that the matrix pair (A (z), B(z)) is 
global analytically block similar to 
on Q. 
Finally, using techniques of proof analogous to the ones of [1], (Lemma 2.10 
and Theorem 2.11, p. 120), we obtain that the pair (,4(z),/~(z)) isg|obal analyt- 
ically block similar to 
on [2. [] 
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